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INTRODUCTION .

The basic goals of this project are to determine the mechanisms by which

drag-reducing additives modify the turbulent transport near walls and to

develop optimum methods for injecting these additives into wall bounded flows

of water. The purpose is to develop methods for predicting, controlling and

manipulating turbulent wall flows.

During this past year Eulerian, single-point methods were developed to

determine the time scales and structure of the principal momentum transport

event (the burst event) using one-component velocity sensors. The procedure

for and verification of these one-component methods are summarized in Appendix

A. These methods are based on clearly defining the differences between ejec-

tions and bursts using techniques similar to those presented by Bogard and

Tiederman (1986).

These Eulerian burst detectors were applied to two-component laser velo-

cimeter data from drag-reducing flows where very low concentrations of addi-

tives were well mixed with water in fully developed channel flows (see Appen-

dix B). In these very low concentration (1-3 ppm) flows, the average time

between bursts increases the same amount as the average spacing of the low-

speed, wall layer streaks. This is one of several results that indicate there

are differences between the well mixed, low concentration region well down-

stream of an injector and the region near the injector where substantial con-

centration gradients occur normal to the wall.

Prior to this year the maximum Reynolds number that could be achieved in

our flow loop was 17,800 (based on channel height and mass average velocity).

Results from the limited Reynolds number range of 9,400 to 17,800 indicate

.. '-.-.."..--S. . . . . . . . . . .. ._S * e S " - " - " ". . . ."
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that the average time between bursts, T , scales with inner variables such

that

TBU
- - 90 (1.1)

(see Appendix A). During this year the flow loop was modified to increase the

maximum Reynolds number. These modifications and the data verifying the stan-

dard character of the channel flow at Re = 49,300 (2.5x25 cm channel) are

presented in Chapter 2. One of the primary goals that we hope to achieve soon

is verification of the inner scaling relationship for T
B

Concentration measurements will be an essential part of our experimental

program as we begin to make velocity measurements in the region near the

injector. Techniques for deducing both time-average and instantaneous values

of local additive concentration are presented in Chapter 3. These techniques

are based on measurement of the fluoresced radiation from dye-marked addi-

tives. Chapter 3 also includes a description of a new test section built this

year for the 6x60 cm channel. This new test section was designed specifically

for experiments in which simultaneous measurement of two velocity components

and additive concentration will be made.

.1-
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INCREASE IN REYNOLDS NUMBER CAPABILITY

The primary objective of the modifications to increase the flow rate in

the channel flow loop was to make it possible to study the turbulent wall

structure, particularly the bursting rate at higher Reynolds number. The

basic plan was to add two pumps in parallel with the existing two pumps and to

reduce losses in the piping system by: 1) removing flow restrictions, and 2)

increasing the pipe diameter from two inches to four inches throughout the

system. These modifications increased the Reynolds number to about 75,OU in

the 2.5 cm channel, and to 39,000 in the 6.0 cm channel. Figure 1 shows how

the Reynolds number varies in both channels when one to four pumps are used in

the modified flow loop.

The upstream tank was reinforced to accommodate the increased pressure

drop in the entrance. Even so, for the small channel, when more than two

pumps are used simultaneously, the side walls of the upstream reservoir

deflect and the reservoir leaks badly. In the future, we will need to

redesign and replace the upstream reservoir to take full advantage of the

increased pump capacity with the smaller channel.

Velocity measurements were made at a Reynolds number of 49,300 to confirm

the standard character of the flow, and to establish that accurate measure-

ments could be made at the higher Reynolds number.

A single component configuration of the laser velocimeter was used to

measure the streamwise velocity component. The scattered radiation was col-

lected in the forward scatter mode. Table 1 gives all laser velocimeter

parameters used in this experiment. ,
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Table 1. One-component laser velocimeter parameters

Wave length (green) (nm) 514.5

Probe volume length based on beam crossing (mm) .682

Probe volume length based on receiving optics (mm) 5.50

Probe volume diameter based on beam crossing (pm) 61.8

Probe volume diameter based on receiving optics (pm) 500

Fringe spacing (pm) 2.680

Effective frequency shift (MHz) -1.0

Beam spacing (mm) 50.0

Figure 2 shows the mean streamwise velocity profile for both the top and

bottom half of channel. Clearly the flow field was symmetric.

In Figure 3, the mean streamwise velocity data normalized with inner

variables of shear velocity (u) and kinematic viscosity (v) were plotted as a

+ +..-
function of y , y - y u /v. The present results were compared with data from

Luchik (see Appendix A) at Re = 17,800. The comparison of most interest is in

the log region where Luchik's data is fit best by

+ +
U = 2.44 ln y + 6.0 (2.1)

The agreement is very good in this region.

Figure 4 shows the root-mean-square of the streamwise velocity component

+
as function of y . Again, comparison was made with Luchik's data and there is

good agreement for y > 25. The data in Figures 2, 3 and 4 confirm the stan-

dard nature of the flow at Re = 49,300.
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As a final note, the present data diverge from the standard character of 
",j.

the flow when y < 25 or y < 0.008 inches. This appears to be a problem asso-

ciated with the close proximity of the wall and is a laser velocimeter, not a

channel flow, problem. Fortunately, to confirm bursting rate scaling, ,we can ...

+ 
e0

use the modified u-level method at y = 30 where the present methods are accu-

rate.

:,.. .i
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CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

Measurements of instantaneous local polymer concentration will be made by

marking the additive with a fluorescent dye. The dye will be excited by the

green beam from an Argon-ion laser and the instantaneous fluorescence inten-

sity from a small volume will be monitored. This technique has been used to

obtain simultaneous measurements of one velocity component and scalar concen- ..

tration in coaxial mixing jets (Robak et al., 1984; Owen, 1976). Laser-

induced fluorescence has also been used to determine instantaneous concentra-

tion profiles in a plane mixing layer by Koochesfahani and Dimotakis (1985).

The proposed measurements represent the first application of this concept to a

turbulent wall flow, simultaneous two-component velocity and concentration

measurement, and flows with polymer injection.

3.1 Theoretical Considerations -

The theory for this technique begins by considering a light beam pro-

pagating in an absorbing medium. The change in intensity is given by

dI = - lads (3.1)

(Jenkins and White, 1976) where I is the intensity of the beam, a ts the

absorption coefficient of the dye and s is the coordinate in the propagation

direction. For several dyes at concentrations between 0.01 and I ppm,

Weidemann (1974) shows that the absorption coefficient is proportional to dye

concentration

a kC ; (3.2)
D

combining this with Equation (3.1) yields



dl=- IkC ds. (3.3)

If we integrate Equation 3.3 and take I - I at s = 0, then the intensity

of the light at any location s - S is given by

S
I = I exp[- JkC ds]. (3.4)

o 0D

Space-averaged dye concentration, CD, is defined as

* - S

CD f CD (s) ds.(35
D S 0

Recognizing that k in Equation 3.4 is a constant and substituting Equation 3.5

into Equation 3.4 yields

I(S) I I exp[- SkCD1. (3.6)
O D

Equation 3.6 shows that the intensity of a laser beam propagating in an

absorbing dye field is a function of the initial intensity of the beam, I0,
,-f'

the length of the beam path, S, and the space-averaged dye concentration along

the path, %.

For a fluorescent dye, the amount of energy contained in the fluorescent

emission is a fraction (typically 80-85 percent) of the absorbed radiation and

has no preferred direction in space. Hence, the fluorescent light emitted

from a small length of the excitation beam is proportional to the change in

intensity of the excitation beam over that length. If this length (.2 ) is
m

sufficiently small, Equation 3.3 is valid and the intensity of the fluorescent

"" emission is given by

I -dI = *[IkCD. 1 (3.7)

F. D -

" 9.. - ._ ". - ;. .- ' .9 ' . .9'.*.' . . .'.'-'*9." - . .." , . *'- * .." . . *" "" ", ", 9.. "-'
"

- '"- --. * ".'".* * .9 " 99 " *- . "
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qp
where 0 accounts for the omni-directional nature of the fluorescent emission

and the efficiency of the dye. Combining Equations 3.6 and 3.7 yields

IF - Ioe , (3.8)
,S.

or, equivalently

I A e CD (3.9)

F, D

where

A k I 01 . (3.10)

Equations 3.9 and 3.10 demonstrate that the instantaneous intensity of

the fluorescent emission from a small segment of the excitation beam is pro-

portional to the instantaneous dye concentration at that location. It also

shows that the constant of proportionality depends on the space-averaged dye

concentration along the beam path.

If the beam path is chosen so that the time-averaged concentration at all

points along that path is constant (i.e., along the span of a two-dimensional

channel flow), the space-averaged dye concentration along the path CD does not

change with time. Furthermore, the space-averaged dye concentration, %D is

equal to the time-averaged dye concentration, CD' where

T
CD =  J CD((t) dt. (3.11)

0

Hence, Equation 3.9 can be written as
-,MS

-. . . . . . . . .-.6
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IF  A e CD (3.12)

Time-averaging Equation 3.12 yields

-SkC
IF MA[e D (3.13)

which defines an implicit relationship for the time-averaged dye concentration

in terms of the time-averaged fluorescent intensity. The value of C deter-

mined from Equation 3.13 can then be used in Equation 3.12 to relate the

instantaneous fluorescence intensity to the instantaneous dye concentration in

the measurement volume, C D

As shown in the previous analysis, the ability to measure the instantane-

ous dye concentration at a point in the flowfield requires that the space-

averaged dye concentration along the beam path leading to that point does not

vary with time. To accomplish this, the path of the excitation beam through

the dye-field must be significantly longer than the largest scale dye-

concentration variations in the flowfield.

In the near-wall region of a turbulent channel flow, the dominant mass

transport mechanism is the turbulent burst. The spanwise length scale of

these structures is the spacing of the low-speed streaks which form in the

viscous sublayer. The proposed concentration measurements will be made in a

6 cm x 57.5 cm rectangular channel at a Reynolds number (based on channel

height) of 39,000. For a water flow at this Reynolds number, the spanwise

length of the channel is about one hundred times the average spanwise streak

spacing.

.-I-V
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When dilute polymer solutions are present in the flow, drag reduction

results in an increase in the physical size of the scales present in the

near-wall region of the flow. For this reason, a method of determining

. whether the intensity of the excitation beam is invariant with time at the

measurement volume is needed. This can be accomplished by injecting a dye-

marked polymer solution over a spanwise length equal to the path length to be

used for the instantaneous dye concentration measurement. The intensity of

the excitation beam can be measured after passing through this shortened dye-

field. If the measured intensity of the excitation beam does not vary with

time, the proposed path length is sufficiently long for use in instantaneous

dye concentration measurements.

3.2 New Test Section

A new test section for the 6 cm x 57.5 cm rectangular channel has been

completed recently and will be in use soon. The test section is 20 channel

heights in length and has spanwise slots in the top and bottom plates for

injection of dilute polymer solutions. This section along with the two exist-

ing sections (each 40 channel heights in length) will yield an overall channel

length of 100 channel heights. By varying the way that the three sections are

arranged, the polymer injection slots can be located either 40, 60 or 80 chan-

nel heights from the channel inlet.

The new test section is constructed almost entirely of polycarbonate

sheet which absorbs less water, and therefore suffers less warpage, than

acrylic sheet. The section was assembled with screws and silicone sealer

rather than bonding the pieces together; this will allow replacement of indi-

viduaL components of the test section if necessary and the seams should be



less prone to failure due to fatigue.

The assembly of the section is such that good optical access to the

near-wall region is attainable and the section has a removable top to facili-

tate cleaning.
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APPENDIX A

Manuscript entitled "Time scale and structure of ejections and bursts in tur-

bulent channel flows," submitted to Journal of Fluid Mechanics on November 15,

1985 and revised in April 1986.

I..
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Time scale and structure of ejections and bursts in

turbulent channel flows

T.S. Luchik and W.G. Tiederman

School of Mechanical Engineering

Purdue University -

West Lafayette, Indiana 47907, U.S.A.

Burst structures in the near wall region of turbulent flows are associ-

ated with a large portion of the turbulent momentum transport from the wall.

However, quantitative measures of the time scales associated with the burst

event are not well defined largely due to ambiguities associated with the

methods used to detect a burst.

In the present study, Eulerian burst detection schemes were developed

through extensions of the uv quadrant 2, VITA, and u-level techniques. Each

.. of the basic techniques detect ejections. One or more ejections are contained

in each burst and hence the key idea is to identify and to group those ejec-

tions from a single burst into a single burst detection. When the ejection

detections were grouped appropriately into burst detections, all of the

extended techniques yielded the same average time between bursts as deduced

from flow visualization for fully developed channel flow in the range

8700 ( Re ( 17,800. The present results show that inner variables (wall
h

shear stress and kinematic viscosity) are the best candidates for the proper

4.'

Present Address: Jet Propulsion Lab, California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, California 91109
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scaling of the average time between bursts. Conditional velocity sampling

during burst and ejection detections shows that these burst events are closely

correlated with slower than average moving fluid moving both away from the

wall and toward the wall.

1. Introduction

The ejection of low momentum fluid from the near wall region to Lhe outer

portion of the flow has been identified as a coherent structure associated A

with a large portion of turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stress produc-

tion (Corino and Brodkey, 1969, and Kim et al., 1971). These ejection struc-

tures contain fluid from low speed streaks in the viscous sublayer.

A streak is a long narrow region of low speed fluid very near the wall
y+ * .'-

(y 4 5) . Streaks remain stable for some streamwise distance before they

begin to oscillate and lift away from the wall. Finally, all or part of the

streak filament ejects away from the wall in a coherent manner. This entire

process is termed a burst. Within the burst, there may be one or more ejec- - .

tion structures (Offen and Kline, 1975, Bogard and Tiederman, 1985). Thus, a

working definition of a burst is one or more ejections resulting from the same

streak instability. The burst event occurs in a quasi-periodic manner and

therefore experimentalists have concentrated their efforts on determining sta-

tistical quantities such as the average time between bursts and the average

spanwise spacing of sublayer streaks. It is well known that for Newtonian

flows the average streak spacing when normalized with inner variables, shear

velocity and kinematic viscosity, has a nondimensional value of about 100

• Superscript + denotes that the quantity was made dimensionless using wall

shear velocity, u and kinematic viscosity, v. S

" .".

- •2~~. . . ...-. ••. •..,.-... ,'." "-.. -'-...:... .. -' -. ..... _-,
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independent of Reynolds number. However, there is no consensus about the

scaling of the average time between bursts.

Flow visualization has been effective in giving a good qualitative

description of the burst process. Even though the technique of Bogard and

Tiederman (1983), gives an accurate estimate of the average time between

bursts, it, like all other flow visualization techniques, is limited to rather

low Reynolds numbers and does not readily yield statistical quantities based

on conditional probabilities. Thus, several techniques for the detection of

the Lagrangian burst event with velocity probes have been proposed and used.

Most of these techniques require only the measurement of the streamwise com-

ponent of velocity which is a desirable "eature since multi-component velocity

measurements in the near wall region of a turbulent flow are difficult to

obtain. The techniques are based on the principle that there is some recog-

nizable pattern or level in the velocity signal associated with a burst event.

However, the burst rate results obtained from the various techniques have con-

flicted among themselves and with those obtained from flow visualization.

This occurred because each of the techniques has at least one adjustable

parameter or threshold with no clear way to determine an appropriate value for

* it.

In an attempt to explain some of these differences, Bogard and Tiederman

-i (1985) used simultaneous flow visualization and velocity probe measurements to

,- show that each of the more popular techniques were detecting ejection-related

phenomena. However, on a one-to-one basis none of the techniques were detect-

• ing all of the ejections regardless of the value of the adjustable threshold.

They did find that the "best" correspondence, on a one-to-one basis, was

obtained with the uv quadrant 2 technique of Lu and Willmarth (1973). Using

• *- *
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this technique with a second filtering parameter, the maximum time between

ejections from the same burst, they were able to group probe "ejection" detec-

tions into probe "burst" detections. Furthermore, there was a range of the O.

* adjustable threshold over which the number of probe "burst" detections

remained constant and was equal to the number detected by flow visualization.

However, as the name implies, the uv quadrant 2 technique requires accurate

two-component velocity measurements. Bogard and Tiederman did not attempt to

use any of the single component techniques with the grouping technique. One

objective of the present study is to build on the ideas of Bogard and Tieder-

man (1985) and to develop additional velocity probe "ourst" detection tech-

niques.

Recently, several authors (Blackwelder and Haritonidis, 1983; Willmarth

and Sharma, 1984; and Alfredsson and Johansson, 1984) have used the variable

interval time average (VITA) technique of Blackwelder and Kaplan(1976) with a

positive gradient condition at the center of detection to study the scaling of

the turbulent wall layer structure. However, the results of these studies

have been somewhat conflicting. While Blackwelder and Haritonidis (1983) and

Willmarth and Sharma (1984) have shown that the burst rate scales with inner

variables, Alfredsson and Johansson have used a mixed time scale to scale the

wall layer structure. The second objective of the present study was to give

additional data for evaluating the appropriate time scaling of the burst

event.

Finally, conditional statistics based on the detection of burst and ejec-

tion structures for the streamwise fluctuating velocity u, the fluctuating

velocity component normal to the wall, v and the uv product are presented.

These statistics are used to determine which technique yields an accurate

_=,r

. . .... . o
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e. estimate of the burst and ejection process by direct comparison to the condi-

tional statistics presented by Bogard (1982) who used flow visualization to

detect these structures.

2. Experimental considerations

2.1 Flow loop

The experiments were performed in a recirculating flow loop with a rec-

tangular cross section channel as the test section. Provisions were made in

an upstream stilling tank such that the fluid entered the test section without

any large scale vorticity (Tiederman et al., 1985). At the downstream end of

the flow channel, a large stilling tank provided damping of disturbances

* created from thxe outlet. Located in this stilling tank was a cooling coil.4

0
that maintained the water temperature in the channel at 24 C during an experi-

ment.

The two-dimensional flow channel had an internal cross section of 2.5 by

25.0 cm. Located in the bottom plate of the test section were a thin

* (0.127 mm wide) slot used for flow visualization and a series of pressure

taps, which were used to monitor the pressure gradient throughout an experi-

ment. Velocity measurements were made in the center 1/3 of the channel span,

more than 125 channel heights downstream of the inlet and more than 70 channel

*heights upstream of the outlet. These measurements were made at y 30 for a

*range of Reynolds numbers, 9400 4 Re h 17800. The Reynolds number is based

on mass averaged velocity and the channel height of 2.5 cm.

Two micrometer manometers with carbon tetrachloride as the manometer

fluid were Used to measure the pressure gradient in the test section. With
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this manometer fluid, pressure drop measurements could be made with a sensi-

tivity of 0.015 mm of water. Additional details of the experimental apparatus %

appear in Luchik (1985).

2.2 Velocity measurements

Simultaneous measurements of the streamwise velocity component, U, and

the normal velocity component, V, were made using a forward scatter version of

a Thermo-Systems Incorporated (TSI) model 9100-8 three-beam, two-color laser

velocimeter. The system included frequency shifting at 40 Mhz with electronic

down mixing, 2.27 beam expansion, and dual aperture collection to minimize

optical noise and to allow finer focusing on the probe volume.

The photomultiplier tubes outputs were processed using TSI model 1980

counter type processors. Each processor was operated in the N-cycle mode with

N - 8. Only one data point was taken per Doppler burst. A coincidence window ¢,

was used to insure that the measurements of U and V were obtained from the

same particle.

The data collection electronics included a Digital Equipment Corporation

PDP 11/03 minicomputer and TSI model 1998 interfaces. Data were stored tem- ..- '

porarily on floppy disk prior to being transferred to a VAX 11/780 for initial .'-;

data reduction. Data were then transferred to CDC 6500 and 6600 computers for

further analysis and permanent storage.

0
The two-component data were taken at angles of ±45 to the main flow

direction so that the three beam system could be traversed as close to the

wall as possible. Velocities at these angles were calculated using

Ui1s 5  I+4 5 (fDiI+45 f s1+45) .I.

i.
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and

u s RI-45 (fDi1-45 fs-45) (2)

Here f is the fringe spacing, f is the Doppler frequency, f is the fre--.".
R Di s '

sv

quency shift, U is the measured velocity component and the subscripts ±45 are
i

the angles in degrees with respect to the streamwise direction at which the

measurements were made. Note the sign difference is due to the fact that

positive frequency shifting had to be used on one color of the velocimeter.

These direct measurements were decomposed into streamwise and normal velocity

" components using a standard rotation of axes such that

U 0.7071 + uj 4 5-) (3)

V -0.7071 (u - 45 (4)

where U is the instantaneous streamwise velocity component and V is the

i i

instantaneous velocity component normal to the wall. This arrangement of

beams does have the advantage of allowing measurements close to a wall. How-

ever, the disadvantage is that the normal component of velocity is calculated

from the difference between two numbers of nearly the same magnitude. The LDV

*. parameters used in the present study are listed in Table I.

The velocity data that were used in probe detection algorithms were taken

as fast as possible. Typically the data rate was greater than 2000 Hz. The

time between adjacent data points was recorded also. These data were used to

reconstruct the real time velocity signal which was sampled at a rate equal to

2
the viscous time scale, u /v. Because of the data storage limitation of the

* PDP minicomputer, multiple data records were taken in this fashion so that the

*. ......-.-.- *......................-............. .....-,-.... .....-..- .. .."-".X-',..'.';'-."...-.. .-
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total velocity record was longer than 400 average burst periods.

3. Probe detection algorithm

Velocity probe techniques for the detection of the Lagrangian burst event

have been devised because flow visualization yields limited quantitative

information about the burst event and is limited to relatively low Reynolds

numbers. In the present study, three basic probe techniques were examined; J
the uv quadrant 2, the variable interval time average (VITA) and the u-level

techniques. In the following sections, the techniques will be discussed and .-.j

evaluated on a one-to-one basis as well as an average basis. The one-to-one

evaluation uses the simultaneous flow visualization and hot-film data at

+
y - 15 of Bogard (1982). These simultaneous measurements were made at a Rey-

nolds number of 8700 based on mass average velocity in a channel with a height

of 6.0 cm.

3.1 Description of the probe detection techniques

The uv quadrant 2 technique has a broader physical base than the other " -

techniques used in this study. Since an ejection is defined as low momentum

fluid that is lifting away from the wall, it follows that when an ejection

passes through the detection point there will be an instantaneous defect from

the mean in the streamwise component of velocity and a positive normal com-

ponent of velocity, thus a quadrant 2 uv event in the velocity fluctuation

coordinates (u,v).

The quadrant 2 technique is a simple level detector because an ejection

event is said to have occurred when the instantaneous uv product is in the

second quadrant and is greater in magnitude than the product of the RMS
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.treamwise and normal velocities and a threshold, H, or

uvi 2 H u'v' (5) -

where the superscript, - denotes an RMS value. One major advantage of this

technique is that it detects the physical situation associated with an ejec-

tion, however it does require accurate measurements of both U and V near a 5•.

wall. Measurement of V increases the experimental difficulty and cost consid-

erably.

The VITA technique introduced by Blackwelder and Kaplan (1976) is the

most widely used probe technique for detecting bursts. The basic idea is that

when an ejection passes through the detection point, there will be a rapid

change in the instantaneous streamwise velocity component. This rapid change

will produce a high level of the variance of the streamwise velocity which is

detected by the technique. However, Johansson and Alfredsson (1982) noted

that a high level of variance was associated with both acceleration and

decelerations. They identified the acceleration as the event of interest

because it was associated with high levels of uv. The technique in its func-

tional form is given by

2.

VAR- U2 - U (6)

where

T

At+ 2
U TA f U dt (7)

TAt- 2"-
2

An event is detected when

: I

. .... ,"4
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2
VAR > ku 2  (8) "

and validated as an ejection related event when

dU
->0 (9)
dt

at the center of detection. Here k is a threshold level, u is the long time

variance and TA is a relatively short time chosen to filter the velocity sig-

nal. One advantage of this technique is that only the streamwise component of

velocity is required for its implementation. However, the major disadvantage

of the technique is that two adjustable parameters, k and TA must be fixed.

The u-level technique of Lu and Willmarth (1973) is the least commonly

used technique of those studied here. The implementation of the technique is

quite simple and the amount of data required for its use is minimal. This

probe technique merely looks for deficits from the mean streamwise velocity

component and identifies an event when

u < -L u' (10)

where L is a threshold level. An interesting point is that for strongly nega-

tive correlated uv data, as is found near a wall, this technique should detect

nearly the same number of events as the uv quadrant 2 technique. Because of

this similarity, the ease of use of the u-level technique and the findings of

Bogard (1982), that both quadrant 2 and quadrant 3 uv are associated with the

ejection event, this technique was investigated with more vigor than has been

given to it in the past.

.\ -]
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3.2 Analysis of techniques

The evaluation of these techniques on a one-to-one basis requires the

definition of two new variables (Bogard, 1982). They are

NE
5,P(E) N ED (1

NE

and

NDV
P(D) - (12)

where N is the total number of visually marked events, N is the total number
E D

of probe detections, N is the number of visually marked events thatED

correspond to probe detected events and N is the number of probe detections
DV

that corresponds to a visually marked event. An additional factor for this

evaluation is the comparison of P(E) and P(D) when the total number of probe

detections, ND' is equal to the total number of visually marked events, N
D E

The number of visually marked ejection events was 164 and the corresponding

probabilities are indicated by an arrow in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1 shows the probability profiles for the quadrant 2, VITA and u-

level techniques. At very low threshold levels, all of the probe techniques

except VITA detected nearly all of the visually marked events and P(E)

approaches 1; however, there were also a large number of probe detections

which did not correspond to a visual ejection and P(D) is low. At high thres-

hold levels, nearly all of the probe detections corresponded to a visual ejec-

tion and P(D) - 1; however, a large percentage of the visual events were not

detected. It is important to note that when P(E) < P(D) at N = 164, the
D 5

probe detection techniques are yielding multiple detections per visual ejec-

..• . " .-....-. .. o. .. . -. ... . . .. . . .. ° o ° . °. . .. , ".. . o . . .°.° '.. -
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tion. In the ideal case, the probe technique would detect each ejection only

once while detecting all of the ejections.

For the VITA technique, the averaging time, TA, was fixed using

UoTA  .
a 0.9 where U is the centerline velocity and a is the channel half-
a o

height. For this averaging time the number of detections was maximized

independent of threshold. A similar result was noted by Johansson and

Alfredsson (1982). It is also worth noting that at any level of threshold,

the VITA technique yields a much lower probability of detecting an ejection,

P(E), than the other two methods.

Because the quadrant 2 and u-level techniques were yielding multiple

probe detections per visual ejection when N = NE, it was desirable to modify
D

both of these techniques such that each technique would yield one probe detec-

tion per visual ejection. The modification was to turn the detector function

on at one level and turn it off at a second lower level. This concept pro-

duced no improvement for the quadrant 2 technique due to the rather large,

highly intermittent excursions in the uv signal.

The u-level technique did yield better results when modified. Off"-

threshold levels ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 L were investigated. The best

results were found when the detector function was turned on when

u < -Lu' (13)

and turned off when

u -0.25 Lu" (14)

This technique will be referred to as the modified u-level or mu-level tech-

nique throughout the rest of the text.

..... .... :~-. -.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-....
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611

Figure 2 shows the probability profiles for this technique. As can be

seen by comparing Figure I and 2, there is a substantial improvement in theI probability of detecting an ejection, P(E), while P(D) only decreased slightly

when N - 164, indicated by the arrow on the figure. Since P(E) - P(D) at
D

this location, the technique is yielding one probe detection per Visual ejec-

tion. The probability results for all of the techniques are summarized in

Table 2 for the situation when N -164 t 2.

S As noted by Bogard and Tiederman (1985) the probe techniques studied here

*are ejection detectors. Further inspection of the velocity records reveals

that the two level detectors are detecting the leading edge of the ejection

while the VITA technique detects the trailing edge. Since each of the tech-

niques detects some sub-event of the burst, which is the event of interest,

any of these techniques may be worthwhile burst detectors.

3.3 Methods for deducing time between bursts

The method for separating or grouping ejection detections into burst

detections is a filtering technique originated by Bogard and Tiederman (1985).

deie. Teaprpit au of this new parameter can be determined using

varousmehod baedon heconcept that ejections may be grouped into two

temporal distributions; one for ejections from the same burst and one for

* ejections from different bursts. Ideally, the combined distribution would be

*like the one shown in Figure 3, where there is a clear distinction between the

two types of events. However, the actual distributions overlap enough such

that there is no clear break in the distribution for all ejections. There-

*fore, techniques were developed to obtain an appropriate deterministic method
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for obtaining a value of the grouping parameter such that the two distribu-

tions are separated properly.
VO

In the following sections, methods of separating ejection detections into

burst detections for the four probe detection techniques are presented. These

methods Of separation were developed at y - 15 and Re h = 8700 and verified at H

+
y - 30 and Re = 8700 (see Luchik, 1985) prior to application at higher Rey-

h + .
nolds numbers. The results presented are for y - 30 and Re - 17800.

h

3.3.1 Quadrant 2 and u-level techniques

The quadrant 2 and u-level techniques both yielded multiple probe detec-

tions per visual detection. This skewed the distribution of the time between

ejections (T E) toward zero which resulted in this distribution resembling an

exponential distribution. Because of this, a slight variation on the tech-

nique of Bogard and Tiederman (1985) was used to group probe ejection detec-

tions into probe burst detections. I

When the cumulative probability of T > T as a function of T was plotted
E E

in semi-log coordinates for a given threshold level, three straight lines

emerged. A typical example for the quadrant 2 technique with H = 1.0 and

Re - 17800 is shown in Figure 4. Similar results were obtained for the u-
h

level technique. From this graph, two distributions are clearly present, one

for T 4 0.01 s (region I) and one for T > 0.04 s (region 2). The middle
E E

straight line, referred to as the overlap region, is some combination of the

other two. The appropriate value for E exists within the overlap region;E

however, as can be seen from Figure 4, this region is rather large. The

method for choosing the value of T was to use the value of T at the inter-
E E

section of a line extrapolated from region 1 and a line extrapolated from

" .*,i-. *** . .. .-- *. -*

* * . . * . . . . * -. . - * - . .. *., . -
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region 2, indicated by the arrow on Figure 4.

The data in Figure 4 are for H = 1.0 which is an appropriate first esti- F

mate of the correct threshold for the quadrant 2 technique. The first esti-

mate threshold for the u-level technique was L = 1.0. These choices were

based on the probability profiles shown in Figure 1. Once an appropriate K

value for the grouping parameter, TE' is obtained, its incorporation into the

basic probe detection technique is quite simple. By knowing the time between

adjacent ejections and comparing this time to the value of TE, one can deter- 7

mine whether any two ejections adjacent in time are from the same burst or

from different bursts. By incorporating the grouping procedure into the basic

probe detection algorithm, a region of threshold level over which the number

of burst detections remain constant or have a slight minimum will result.

This region of threshold independence should include the threshold level used

to determine the value of TE' If this does not occur, the level of threshold

should be iterated until the threshold independent range includes the thres-

hold used to determine T
E

The variation in the average time between bursts with threshold at

Re -17800 and y -30 for the quadrant 2 technique is shown in Figure 5.
h

From this figure it is clear that there is good agreement between the flow

visualization data of Luchik and Tiederman (1984) and the present probe data.

The grouping parameter varied less than 107. for threshold levels

0.25 4 H 4 1.25 for the quadrant 2 technique which resulted in approximately a

7% variation in the number of burst detections. I

Similar results were obtained using the u-level technique. However,

agreement with flow visualization was not quite as good for this technique. N
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Also, T varied about ±15% for 0.25 4 L 4 1.25 which changed the average time
E %

between bursts about the same amount. For both the quadrant 2 and the u-level

technique the uncertainty of the results was significant when data records

shorter than 200 burst periods were used. The present results were obtained

using data records longer than 400 burst periods.

3.3.2 Modified u-level and VITA techniques Zt

Examination of the data of Bogard and Tiederman (1985) for flow visuali-

zation marked events reveals that the distribution of ejections from the same I
burst resembles that of a Poisson distribution. Further examination of these

data show that quantitative agreement between the experimental data and the

Poisson distribution is good. The Poisson distribution predicts that 95% of

"*" the ejections from the same burst will occur for T 4 0.9 sec. while 95% of
E

the experimental data occurs for T < 0.8 sec.
E

Since the modified u-level technique was in good agreement on a one-to-

one basis with flow visualization and also gave a reasonable estimate of the

average duration of an ejection at a point in the flow, it was hypothesized

that the mu-level technique would yield a distribution of time between ejec-

tions similar to the one obtained from flow visualization. Since the modified

u-level and VITA ejection detections were distributed similarly, a Poisson

distribution method for estimating T was used for both techniques.

Implementation of the Poisson distribution separation technique is quite

simple. The mode of the experimental distribution is set equal to the mean

value of a hypothesized Poisson distribution. E is then chosen as the value

of T where P(T 4 T ) - .95 for the Poisson distribution. As a starting point
E E

for the mu-level technique, the threshold level was chosen equal to unityWU

77...

....................................
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since the probability profile for this technique (Figure 2) indicated good

correspondence with flow visualization at this level. The initial threshold

level for the VITA technique was chosen to be that threshold where P(E) = P(D)

which was k - 0.3 - 0.4 in the present study. The same criterion for deter-

mining the correct combination of grouping parameter and threshold level was

used for the mu-level and VITA techniques as for the uv 2  and u-level tech-

niques. Use of the value of T with the mu-level and VITA techniques to group
E

ejections into bursts is identical to that for the quadrant 2 and u-level

techniques. The grouping parameter varied less than 10% for 0.5 4 L < 1.25

for the modified u-level technique which resulted in approximately ±l0% varia-

tion in T . For the VITA technique the variation in the grouping with thre..
B

hold level for 0.2 4 k 4 0.4 was 10% which also resulted in an uncertainty of

±10% in T over the same range of threshold. When using the Poisson separa-
B

tion technique, it is important to note that the resolution of the grouping

parameter is a function of the bin width used in the histograms. Finally, it

should be noted that the VITA technique yielded consistent results with data

records as short as 80 burst periods. This was a substantially shorter record

than those required by the other techniques.

The results in terms of average time between bursts for the modified u-

level and VITA techniques are presented in Figures 6 and 7.

3.3.3 Summary of detection algorithms

Each of the techniques discussed exhibit good correspondence with flow

visualization in terms of determining an average time between bursts. How-

ever, some of the techniques are more accurate than others. The uvi tech-
2

nique is the best of the techniques used in the present study when large data

sets are available (more than 200 bursting periods). It yields the smallest
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amount of error associated with the grouping parameter and thus the smallest 40

uncertainty in the value of the average time between bursts. The modified u- N

level and VITA technique were tied for second. Each of these techniques has

the advantage of requiring only single-component data. Moreover, the VITA

technique with TA set such that the maximum number of detections are obtained

for any threshold, yields a more consistent value for T when smaller data
B

sets are used. The shortcoming of the VITA technique is the small range of

threshold independence. For the VITA technique this range changed from

0.1 4 k 4 0.6 at Re = 8700 to 0.2 4 k 4 0.5 at Re . 17800. This trend is
h h

clearly not favorable. Studies at higher Reynolds numbers are needed to ver-

ify this trend over a larger range of Reynolds numbers.

In cases where larger data sets are available, the modified u-level tech-

nique is quite desirable. This technique exhibits no flat region although the

rate of change in over the range 0.25 4 L 4 1.25 was small. The accuracy

of these data were nearly the same as the uvj2 technique. However, the

existence of a threshold independent region makes the uvi2  technique more

desirable.

Finally, the u-level technique, although it showed good agreement with

the visual data at Re - 17800, had the largest amount of uncertainty associ-
h

ated with the proper value of the grouping parameter and the largest uncer-

tainty in the estimate of the average time between bursts.

3.4 Average time between bursts for channel flows of water

Part of the rationale for developing a probe burst detection algorithm

was to determine how the average time between bursts scales at high Reynolds "-

numbers where flow visualization is impractical. Figure 8 shows the variation

.1'
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in the average time between bursts determined using the various probe tech-

niques, with Reynolds number scaled with outer variables. Flow visualization

data are also shown on this plot. It is clear that each of the probe tech-

niques yield results which are in good agreement with the flow visualization

- results. Figures 9 and 10 show representative values of the average time

between burst normalized with inner variables and the mixed time scale recom-

mended by Alfredsson and Johansson (1984) as a function of Reynolds number.

The results presented in Figures 8, 9 and 10 show similar trends for all three

methods for normalizing the average time between bursts. For Re < 10,000
h

*. dimensionless times increase because the favorable pressure gradient in the

channel is substantial. For Re > 10,000, the pressure gradient is no longer
h

a factor and all three normalizations appear to approach constant values. For

outer scaling,

U

TBO -/ 2 T B 4  (15)

for inner scaling,

u
T -T Z 90 (16)
B v B

"" and for mixed scaling,

T B20 (1)BM 1/2

However, since the flow field is fully developed, there is a unique relation-

ship between shear velocity and the Reynolds number as well as a unique rela-

tionship between the ratio of center-line velocity to bulk average velocity, W.A.

-A -.- S
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U and Reynolds number. As a result, at most only one of the three trends 0
m

given by Equations 15-17 can be correct. For example, if Equation 15 is .'

correct, then correlations for u and U /U for fully developed channel flows
o m

can be used to renormalize T with either inner or mixed variables. The
B

results from this type of argument yield a rather sensitive test of Equations

15, 16 and 17.

In the following paragraphs, one of Equations 15, 16 and 17 will be

assumed to be correct and the implications of that assumption will be investi-

gated. The relevant correlations for fully developed smooth channels recom-

mended by Dean (1978) are

2 1 2 -1/4
u 0.073" UmReh  (18)

and

0 1.28 Re -O .OjL6 (19)
U h
m

If Equation 15 is correct, then Equations 18 and 19 may be used to renor-

malize TB in Equation 15. The results are

u Tu"B 0.762
- - 0.057 Re (20)

V h

and

[02"/ j1' 2 T 0.479 Re0 .3 81  (21)

The trends estimated by Equations 20 and 21 are shown by the solid lines on

Figures 9 and 10. Clearly Equations 20 and 21 do not agree with the data.

. -



If Equation 17 is correct, then similar use of Equations 18 and 19 yields

0 B 167.5 Re 0 3 8  (22)

and

u2- "

:.-r TB 0.381
.. 2.39 Re (23)'. V h.-

Equations 22 and 23 are shown as the long-short-long dashed lines on Figures 8

and 9. The agreement with the data in Figure 8 is good but the assumption

does not predict the trend shown by the data in Figure 9.

Finally, if Equation 16 is correct, then Equations 20 and 21 may be used

to give

Uo B -0.762/=6313 Reh 7 2  
(24)

- -h/2 h

and

U[h v5] Re-0.381 (25)

This assumption that inner scaling is correct is compared to the data in Fig-

ures 8 and 10 (see dotted lines). In both cases, the predictions agree well

with the experimental data.

Obviously, the best test of the scaling procedures will occur when reli-

able results are obtained at higher Reynolds number. The present range

includes the maximum Reynolds number attainable in our flow facility with

current pumps. Nonetheless, the present data, as tested in preceding para-

%-
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graphs, indicates that outer scaling is not correct and that inner scaling is

more appropriate than mixed scaling.

4. Conditionally sampled velocity characteristics ,'-

In the previous section, each of the probe detection techniques was shown

to give a reasonable estimate of the average time between bursts when used

with an appropriate value of the grouping parameter, x However, when

obtaining conditional velocity averages, it is not only important for the

probe technique to have a high probability of detecting an ejection, but it is

equally important that the technique detect the entire event. Otherwise the

technique will yield conditional velocity signatures which are not charac-

teristic of the visual event. Therefore each of the four probe techniques was

evaluated further using the data of Bogard (1982) at Re = 8700 and y - 15
h

and the conditionally averaged quantities deduced by Bogard (1982) when flow

visualization was the detector of ejections.

For this evaluation the thresholds of the probe techniques were chosen

such that the number of probe detections was approximately equal to the number

of visual ejections, the thresholds at which probe techniques yielded the

correct value for the average time between ejections. High thresholds, where

the probability of a valid detection is high but the probability of detecting "

an ejection is low, were not used because at these thresholds only the

stronger events are detected and this would yield unrealistically high condi-

tional averages. Low thresholds, where nearly all ejections are detected with

a large number of invalid probe detections, were not used because the invalid

detections would scramble with the valid detections resulting in unrealisti-

cally low conditional averages. The parameters chosen for comparison were:
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1) the average duration of the event which is given by

YD E- T (26)
D Nk Di

D
where T is the duration of a probe detected event; 2) the percent contribu-

Di

tion of uv in a given quadrant during all ejections compared to the total uv

in that quadrant which is given by

r.

E(uv )D i
100 x Di (27)

E(uv)i

iiwhere (UV D i is the uv in quadrant i during a detection and E.(uv) t  is the

total uv in quadrant i; 3) the percent contribution to the time average u

from each quadrant during an ejection given by

.(uv )i
D

100 x E() (28).uv)

and 4) the ensemble average of the streamwise fluctuating velocity, the ensem-

ble average of the normal fluctuating velocity and the ensemble average of the

turbulent shear stress during an ejection.

A comparison of the conditionally sampled quantities obtained using the

four probe detection techniques with the conditional samples based on flow

visualization of Bogard (1982) is given in Table 3. From this table it is

clear that the modified u-level technique yields the best estimate of the

values obtained using flow visualization as the detector. By having an "off"

level lower than the "on" level, the modified u-level technique is much better

at capturing most of the visual detections as shown by the good correspondence

in the duration of the events. There is also good correspondence in the

amount of uv measured with modified u-level and visual detection of the

events. It is also worth noting that the uv2 technique detects that portion

S....................................... . ,.,,
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of the ejection event associated with the occurrence of a high level of qua- V

drant 2 uv; however, the duration of this detection is less than 25% of the

duration of the average ejection event. The u-level and VITA techniques also

detect some portion of the ejection event however, from this table it is

unclear upon what portion of the event these techniques are focusing. The

rather poor correspondence of VITA with the quantities obtained from flow WE

visualization is not surprising since the technique was only detecting about

one-half of the visual ejections when N - 164.
D

Average signal characteristics using the modified u-level technique are

shown in Figure 11. In the figure and throughout the rest of the text, a con-

ditionally averaged quantity is shown by that quantity located within the

operator < >. Characteristics using flow visualization to detect ejections

are shown in Figure 12. A comparison of Figures II and 12 shows that steeper

gradients in u and uv are obtained at the leading and trailing edge of the

events using the modified u-level than were obtained from flow visualization.

This was not unexpected since the visual data had a broader distribution in

the duration of events than did the probe detection data and thus would yield

increased phase scrambling at the extremities of the event. This is also

shown by the broader peak in the u signal centered on the middle of the detec-

tion of the ejection. However, the average signal patterns obtained using the

modified u-level technique are reasonable estimates of those obtained using

flow visualization. Because of this and the good comparison with the flow

visualization in the ensemble quantities presented in Table 3 as well as the

fact that the modified u-level technique had the highest probability for

detecting an ejection, P(E), when N D  N , the modified u-level technique was
D E +

used to obtain ejection and burst characteristics at y =30.

-"•

.-NI
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4.1 Average signal levels associated with an ejection

Since there is a continuous variation of the number of probe detections

with threshold level, it was necessary to determine the appropriate threshold

level for the detection technique prior to obtaining the conditional averages.

At y + 15 and Re.- 8700 the threshold level was L -I which was determined

* from both the probability profile and a prior knowledge of the average time

between ejections. Since the leading edge of the visual ejection was associ-

ated with a strong -u component and a second quadrant uv product, the thres-

* hold level of the detector function should be associated with the same level

of second quadrant u level. At y -15 it was also noted that

-1.004 (29)

which is effectively the value of unity that was used in the prior probe

detections and that yielded P(E) zP(D). Thus the threshold level chosen to

obtain ejection and burst characteristics was

L = - -(30)
U

*It is interesting to note that for all of the data used in the present study,

* 8700 4 Re 4 17800, this threshold level was nearly equal to one.
h

Table 4 gives the same conditionally sampled quantities as those given in

*Table 3 when ejection detections were made using the modified u-level tech-

nique, with the threshold level determined by Equation 30, at the highest and

lowest Reynolds numbers used in the present study. At Re h 8700 and y - 30

a greater number of probe detections are made than at y - 15 resulting in a

* lower value of T ;however, the duration of the event decreases correspond-
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ingly resulting in nearly the same value of intermittency, about 0.235. Thus,

the uv contribution due to a randomly occurring event would be about 23.5%.

The occurrence of higher levels in quadrants 2 and 3 indicate that the ejec-

tion event is correlated with second and third quadrant turbulent momentum
+

transport. Also at y - 30, although larger portions of second and third qua-

drant uv occur during an ejection event, the second quadrant uv contribution WK

+to uv during an ejection is about the same as at y - 15 while there is a
- +

marked decrease in quadrant 3 contribution to uv at y = 30. The average .-

streamwise velocity defect, relative to u', and the average uv, relative to uv

+ + <v>
are about the same at y - 30 as y - 15 while--7- is seen to increase at

y - 30 indicating much stronger fluid movement normal to the wall at this " -

location than at y + 15.

As Reynolds number increases from Re = 8700 to Re - 17800, there is a
h h

slight increase in the intermittency of ejections, a slight increase in the

negative contribution of quadrant 3 uv to uv and small decreases in u, v and

uv relative to u', v' and uv, respectively. However, the changes that take

place are rather small in all cases which indicates that there is very little

change in the relationship between the flow structure and the mean flow quan-

tities in this Reynolds number range.

Figure 13 shows conditionally averaged velocity traces for the flow at

Re h 17800 centered on the leading edge, middle and trailing edge of an ejec-

tion detection. Care must be taken when drawing conclusions from these condi-

tional averages since phase scrambling will occur when T * 0. In the present

study, times less than 1/2 the average duration of the event away from the

center of the conditional averages (T t6) were considered relatively good

representations of individual signals. At the leading edge of the event sharp

....................................



negative gradients in u and uv occur while a sharp positive gradient of the

normal component of velocity occurs. The converse is true at the trailing

edge of the event. The magnitude of the gradient of the streamwise component

* Of Velocity is slightly greater near the trailing edge of the event than at

*the leading edge. The opposite is true of the v and uv signals. Similar

+ F
results were noted by Bogard (1982) at y -15 for Visually detected ejec-

+
*tions. Upon comparing the conditional averages at y - 15 and Re -8700

h

(Figure 11) with those at y - 30 and Reh 17800 (Figure 13), it is apparent

that the time gradients in u, v, and uv associated with an ejection at both

the leading edge and trailing edge of the event increases as Reynolds number

* increases when time is normalized with inner variables. A similar effect is

seen when time is normalized with outer variables.

* 4.2 Average signal levels associated with a burst

The conditionally sampled quantities obtained during a burst detection at

*y -30 for Re -8700 and 17800 are given in Table 5. Similar trends are
h

obtained for the burst structure as were obtained for the ejection structure.

This again indicates that the relationship of the burst structure to the

time-averaged flow properties does not change much with increasing Reynolds

* number.

Figures 14 and 15 show conditional velocity traces centered on the lead-

ing and trailing edge of a burst respectively. Comparing these figures with

* Figure 13(a) and (c) shows that both the magnitudes and gradients of the u, v

and uv signals are the same for the burst as they are for the ejection event.

- However positive ui fluctuations and negative v fluctuations, Usually associ-

* ated with the sweep event, are seen both leading the burst event and trailing
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V
+ J

the burst event. Bogard (1982) also noted these trends at y -15 using flow

Visualization to detect the ejection events. These results indicate that P

sweep-type Motions are related to the burst event, not the ejection event and

that the sweep structure can be found at either extreme of a burst.

5. Conclusions

The burst detection techniques developed 'n the present study as well as

the uvi technique with the grouping parameter determined using the exponen-

tial distribution all yield accurate estimates for the average time between

bursts. In terms of accuracy, the uv quadrant 2 technique gave the most accu-

raeestimate of the average time between bursts; however, the technique did

not detect the entire burst or ejection event. overall, the modified u-level

technique did yield a good estimate of the average time between bursts when

used with the appropriate value of the grouping parameter as well as yielding

representative conditional averages when the threshold level was set using

Equation 30. The VITA technique with the grouping parameter also yielded an

accurate estimate of the average time between bursts even when only small data

sets were available. However, the present results were obtained with signifi-

* cantly lower threshold values than are commonly used with this technique.

* Critical comparison of the three alternatives (inner, mixed, outer) for scal-

ing the average time between bursts showed that outer scaling does not work.

Inner scaling appears to be more appropriate than mixed scaling. Results at

higher Reynolds numbers are needed to remove any doubt about the dimensionless

* value of T

B
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Table 1. Two-component laser velocimeter parameters

Blue Green

Probe Volume Length (mm) 1.024 1.080

Probe Volume Diameter (ptm) 52.4 55.2

* Fringe Spacing (I.jm) 3.402 3.624 "

Frequency Shift (MHz) -1.0 +1.0

* Beam Spacing (mm) 35.3 35.3

I.I

* ..-°
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Table 2. Results for all techniques with N ~ 164.

Technique Threshold NED P(E) ND  NDV P(D)

uv 21.209 106 .646 163 140 .859 .-
'v2

VITA 0.4 95 .579 166 102 .613

u-level 1.28 104 .634 163 126 .773

mu-level 1.00 124 .756 166 124 .747

:-V:

,4
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i}Table 3. Comparison of conditionally sampled quantities during an ejection to

detected y various poe detection algorithms at y =15 R

o°

U'."

Svisual level level uv VITA

Number: of detections 163 1.63 163 161 162--

:V

Intermi ttency .31 3 .232 •.130 .073 .098

Percent contribution 1 16 0 0 0 3".

to uv in a quadrant 2 79 82 65 73 25
by quadrant 3 62 76 42 0 32

4 2 0 0 0 2 !

Perccent contribution 1 -4 0 0 0 -1.i'
to uv 2 79 83 65 73 25 "
by quadrant 3 -23 -28 -16 0 -12

4 7 0 0 0 1 L

<u>/u" -0.756 -1.38 -1.75 -1.59 -0.980
<v>/v' 0.300 0.356 0.561. 1.84 0.1881" '
<uv>/- 1.87 2.33 3.78 10.02 1. 36

E'.

* T sec)0.38 0.26 0.61 0091 .1-0
D°o I

II ntrmi tenc .31 .23 .13 .07 .09

to uvin aquadant 79 2 6573 2

4.1 00

".-''',-."Percent".- cont"ribution--",- 1 ' -4,"'."' 0""' 0' .,'. -- 0. ,.-1 , .
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Table 4. Conditionally sampled quantities at y - 30 during an ejection

detection using the modified u-level technique with L - 1u2 1 u,

Re 8700 17800 .

T 0.876 0.03011

TE 0.208 0.079I DE  .;.-

IT+E 13.8 12.4

Intermittency .237 .262

Percent contribution 1 0 0

uto 70 in a 2 87 84
quadrant by 3 67 66
quadrant 4 0 0

Percent contribution 1 0 0
t o u-17"  2 76 83 "'.
by quadrant 3 -16 -25

byqudrnt4 0 0

<u>/u" -1.362 -1.224
<v>/v' 0.546 0.399
<uv>/ Uv 2.56 2.30
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* .

+ .
Table 5. Conditionally sampled quantities at y = 30 during a burst detection V.

using the modified u-level technique with L -Iu 2/u"

Re 8700 17800

2.00 0.06321B .

Average number of ejections/burst 2.28 2.10

IT 0.784 0.-02351
-DB

52.6 36.8
DB

Intermi ttency .392 .372

Percent contribution 1 14 37
to uiv in a 2 93 89
quadrant by 3 82 76
quadrant 4 13 7

Percent contribution 1 -2 -2
to uv 2 81 88
by quadrant 3 -19 -29

4 7 5

<u>/uO -0.786 -0.865
<v>/v' 0.288 0.244
<uv>/i 7  1.664 1.680

t .._. . • ._._. .r.'_, . . . , . .. . . . . . . . ..... ..•.:_ ' -...- - _._. '-' '. .-_ , .; . , . ."
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Figure 1. Probability variation with threshold for a) uv

quadrant 2, b) VITA, c) u-level techniques;[0
-P(D), 0 -P(E).
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L, Threshold ,

Figure 2. Probability variation with threshold for the
modified u-level technique; Q - P(D), 0 -

P(E).
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.4.

Ejections from.
the some burst

P(TE)

Ejections from
different bursts

r .-

TE

Figure 3. Schematic showing idealized probability distribution
of time between ejections..

...
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4I

* ~~1.0 . II
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* 0.6

0.5.

0.4-
Io.-

S0.3-

0.2 ":

0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06
T, (sec)

Figure 4. Cumulative probability distribution of time between ejections
using the uv quadrant 2 technique with H - 1.0.
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0.10 ::
(sec) 0.10 0:0,....,

0.05 -- -

0.00.
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

H , Threshold

Figure 5. Variation in the average time between bursts using
the uv quadrant 2 technique with T determined
using the exponential distributions and H - 1.0,
T - 0.018 sec. I - 95% confidence interval,:-: 95%
confidence interval of flow visualization data from
Luchik and Tiederman (1984).
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(sec) 0

0.00
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

L, Threshold

Figure 6. Variation in-the average time between bursts for the
mu-level technique with determined using the
Poisson method, and L -10, T 0.02 sec., I - 95%
confidence interval,-- 95% confidence interval of
flow visualization data from Luchik and Tiederman
(1984).
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k ,Threshold

Figure 7. Variation in the average time between bursts for
the VITA technique with T determined using the
Poisson method and k -0 ,~ T E 0.022 sec.,
I - 95% confidence interval,= 95% confidence
interval of flow visualization data from Luchik
and Tiederman (1984).
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- u>/u.

S0.0V/

A

V

A

V

-0.0

:-0 -40 -20 0 20 '40 60

NORMRLIZED TIME T+

Figure 12. Conditionally averaged velocity signals using
flow visualization (after Bogard; 1982) cen-
tered on a) leading edge, b) midale, c)
trailing edge; - (u> , ---- (v> ,
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Figure 13. Conditionally averaged velocity signals for
the water flow centered on a) leading edge,
b) middle, c) trailing edge; < u> --

<v>,-*-<uv>.
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APPENDIX B

Manuscript entitled "Turbulence structure in low concentration, drag-reducing

-~ channel flows," submitted to Journal of Fluid Mechanics on December 18, 1985.
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Turbulent structure in low concentration,

drag-reducing channel flows

T. S. Luchik and W. G. Tiederman

SI School of Mechanical Engineering

Purdue University

West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

A two-component laser Doppler velocimeter was used to measure simultane-

ously velocity components parallel and normal to the wall in two fully

developed, low concentration (1-3 ppm) drag-reducing channel flows and one

turbulent channel flow of water. The mean velocity profiles, root-mean-square

velocity profiles and the distributions of the uv turbulent correlation con-

firm that the additives modify the buffer region of the flow. The principal

influence of the additives is to damp velocity fluctuations normal to the wall

in the buffer region.

The average time between bursts increased for the drag-reducing flows.

When compared to a water flow at the same wall shear stress, this increase in

the time scale was equal to the increase in the average streak spacing. This

is one of several results that indicates that the drag reduction mechanism for

very low additive concentrations (1-3 ppm) may be different than the mechan-

isms for solutions with concentrations about 20 to 50 ppm.

Present Address: Jet Propulsion Lab, California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, California 91109

.~ -.-. |
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+
Conditionally averaged velocity signals at y - 30 centered on the lead-

ing edge of a burst as well as those centered on the trailing edge have the

same general characteristics in all three flows. The signals from the drag-

reducing flows demonstrate more coherence which is consistent with damping of

the smaller scale motions.

%.
' -

-. '. " % ", • .'.",.'.'. ". ,.'..... . . . .. "...... ,....".. ..... .. .""..'"..-.".'.'''-..
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1. Introduction

The addition of small amounts of soluble, high molecular weight polymer

. molecules to water flows has been one of the most successful methods of reduc-

.: ing viscous drag. The flow must be turbulent and the additives must be in the

wall region in order for these polymer solutions to reduce the wall shear

stress (Wells & Spangler, 1967 and Wu and Tulin, 1972). Reischman and Tieder-

man (1975) showed that the non-dimensional thickness of the drag-reducing

viscous sublayer was unchanged compared to water flows and that the buffer

* region (10 < y 4 100) of the flow was the region where the polymer solutions

*had their largest effect on the mean velocity profile. McComb and Rabie

(1982) observed similar changes in the velocity profile and established that

%. the buffer region is the only portion of the flow where the polymer molecules

must be in order to reduce viscous drag. These results were verified by

Tiederman et al. (1985). 1.

Walker et al. (1986) attempted to take advantage of this knowledge of the

region where the polymer molecules are effective in an experimental study to

optimize the additive injection process. Using flush mounted injectors,

Walker et al. (1986) found that drag reduction peaked about 10 channel heights

downstream of the injection slot. The wall-layer polymer concentration in the

vicinity of this peak in drag reduction was nearly one order of magnitude

larger than the fully mixed concentration showing that there were appreciable

-. concentration gradients normal to the wall at this streamwise location. In

the present study, drag-reducing flows with concentration gradients normal to

* The distance from the wall, y, has been normalized with the wall shear

1/2
velocity, u = 'T/p) and the kinematic viscosity, v. Here T is the

T w

wall shear stress and p is the fluid density.
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the wall are referred to as inhomogeneous drag-reducing flows. Walker et al.

also showed that for distances greater than 30 channel heights downstream of

the injection slot, drag reduction was nearly constant and the polymer concen-

tration was equal to the fully mixed polymer concentration. The flow in this

fully mixed region is referred to as a homogeneous drag-reducing flow in the

present study.

An important result in the study of Walker et al. (1986) motivated this

study. In the fully mixed region, 20 to 30 percent drag reduction was

achieved with polymer concentrations of only 1 to 3 ppm. Since these experi-

ments were performed in a 2.5 cm x 25.0 cm channel, the amount of drag reduc-

tion was quite good considering the polymer concentration. The flow in this

region is an ideal drag-reducing flow to investigate because the flow is fully

developed and the differences in the rheological properties of the drag-

reducing solution and solvent are minimal at these very low polymer coucentra-

tions.

The important issues are how do these low concentration polymer solutions

alter the turbulent flow field and cause drag to be reduced. In this study,

both the time-average character of the streamwise and normal velocity com-

ponents as well as the modifications to the time scale of the coherent wall-

layer structure were measured.

For the most part velocity measurements in turbulent drag-reducing flows

have been limited to single component measurement of the streamwise velocity

component in flows where the polymer concentration was about 50 to 100 ppm

(McComb and Rabie, 1982 and Reischman and Tiederman, 1975). These measure-

ments have shown an increase in the thickness of the buffer region and an *'

. -
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increase in the peak value of the root-mean-square (RMS) of the streamwise

velocity component. This peak is broader in extent and located farther from

the wall in drag-reducing flows than in water flows. The first objective of

the present study was to obtain a more detailed description of the time-

averaged flow field in a low concentration drag-reducing flow and compare

those results with those of a water flow. The flow quantities of particular

interest are the RMS of the normal velocity component, v, and the uv tur-

bulent correlation. Here u and v are the fluctuating velocities in the

streamwise and normal directions. These flow quantities give the best indica-

"- tion of how the drag-reducing additives alter the turbulent transport normal

to the wall.

The portion of the study related to the wall-layer coherent structure was

motivated by the experiments of Kim et al. (1971) and Corino and Brodkey

- (1969) who found that essentially all of the turbulent kinetic energy and most

of the turbulent transport occurs during the burst events associated with this

structure. The burst event is a sudden outrush of low momentum fluid away

from the wall. Associated with each burst is a sweep or inrush of iigh momen-

tum fluid toward the wall. Since the burst event involves major changes in

-" the near-wall region where drag-reducing solutions have an effect on the

* time-average flow field, the changes that take place in the burst events in

drag-reducing flows are of particular interest.

The burst event includes the break-up and ejection of all or part of a

wall-layer streak which is a long, narrow region of low speed fluid very near

the wall (y 4 5). Streaks remain stable for some streamwise distance, lift

away from the wall, and break up by ejecting low momentum fluid away from the

wall. Within the burst there are one or more coherent filaments of low

.o .-J.
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momentum fluid which are called ejections. The burst event occurs in a

quasi-periodic manner. Therefore, experimentalists have concentrated their

efforts on measuring statistical quantities such as the average time between

bursts and the average spanwise spacing of the streaks.

There have been previous studies of these coherent structures in drag- O>

reducing flows where the polymer concentration was 50 ppm or higher. Oldaker

and Tiederman (1977) showed that the average nondimensional spacing between

streaks, X+, increases linearly with increasing drag reduction for homogeneous

drag-reducing flows. They also noted that the viscous sublayer was more

stable when polymer solutions were present. Donohue et al. (1972), Achia and

Thompson (1977) and Tiederman et al. (1977) all reported that the ratio of the

average time between bursts for a drag-reducing flow to that for a water flow

at the same wall shear stress was equal to the ratio of the streak spacings

for the two flows. This led those authors to the conclusion that the burst

event was not directly affected by the drag-reducing solutions. In contrast,

Tiederman et al. (1985) showed that the sublayer streak spacing in inhomogene-

ous polymer flows correlated with percent drag reduction in the same manner as

for homogeneous flows while the burst rate decreased more than the increase in

streak spacing. These results were considered more accurate than earlier stu-

dies because the flow visualization was understood better and the data reduc-

tion method was more accurate. Similar results for burst rates were obtained

by McComb and Rabie (1982). Furthermore, using flow visualization, Tiederman

et al. (1985) noted that the burst event was physically larger and more dis-

tinct in drag-reducing flows.

Although the flow visualization technique used by Tiederman et al. (1985) -

yields accurate values for the average time between bursts, it does not lend

. . . . . . .. . . . . ~ * ,. . . .,% ='-.
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itself well to obtaining statistical velocity quantities based on conditional II
probabilities. Because of this, the modified u-level technique of Luchik and

Tiederman (1985) was used to detect the burst and ejection structures. This

technique has been verified by comparison of both the average time between

bursts and the conditionally averaged velocity signals associated with ejec-

tions with the burst periods and signals obtained by Bogard (1982) when flow

visualization was the detector. In addition the method gives the best esti- I
mate of the burst duration (see Luchik and Tiederman, 1985).

The major experimental devices were a three-beam, two-color laser velo- ". "

cimeter and a long two-dimensional flow channel described in the next section.

Discussion of the results will occur in two major parts. The first will

center on the time-average statistics of the velocity field while the second

will be concerned with a comparison of the burst structures.

2. Apparatus and procedure

2.1 Flow loop.

The experiments were performed in a recirculating flow loop with a rec-

tangular cross section test section. Upstream of the test section was a large

stilling tank which contained a perforated plate, a screen-sponge-screen sec-

tion and a series of two two-dimensional nozzles which reduced the flow area

to 2.5 cm x 25 cm. The flow then passed through a section of closely packed

5.6 mm I.D. plastic tubes. With these provisions, the flow entered the test

section without any large scale vorticity. At the downstream end of the test ,,'

section, a large stilling tank with a cooling coil for temperature control

provided damping of disturbances created from the outlet.

................. ....
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The two-dimensional flow channel had an internal cross section of

2.5 x 25.0 cm. Located in the channel were a pair of polymer injection slots

I and a thin (0.127 mm wide) slot used for flow visualization. The polymer

injection slots spanned the center 22.5 cm of the channel walls and were

0

heights upstream of the outlet. These slots made an angle of 25 with the

main flow direction and were 0.13 cm wide. The flow visualization slot was

123 channel heights downstream of the channel inlet and was used to mark ejec-

I tion and burst structures. Velocity profiles were measured more than 65 chan-

nel heights downstream of the polymer injection slots where the injected solu-

tions had become well mixed with the channel flow of water (see Walker et al.,

1986). Polymer solutions flowed by gravity from an overhead reservoir to the

* injection slots. The flow to each slot was regulated by a separate rotameter

* and flow control valve.

The bottom plate of the test section was also lined with a series of

* pressure taps used to monitor the local pressure gradient. Two micrometer

manometers with carbon tetrachloride as the manometer fluid were used to meas-

*ure the pressure drop. With this manometer fluid, pressure drop measurements

*could be made with a sensitivity of 0.015 mm of H 0.
2

2.2 Experimental technique

Prior to each experiment, filtered softened tap water was deaerated by

0
* ~.heating it to 50 C in a separate holding tank and then allowing it to cool to

room temperature. The water temperature in the channel was held constAnt at

0
24 C during an experiment.
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The drag-reducing additives were solutions of SEPARAN AP-273, a

polyacrylimide manufactured by Dow Chemical Corp., with filtered tap water as

the solvent. The polymer solutions were initially mixed to 2560 ppm and

2917 ppm. These concentrated mixtures were allowed to hydrate for 12 to 24

hours prior to dilution to 400 ppm and 700 ppm, respectively.

In order to avoid batch to batch variations, the drag-reducing capability

of the polymer solutions was checked in a 14.05 mm I.D. tube. The polymer

solutions also were checked for consistency by measuring the viscosity of the

-1 -1
solutions at shear rates of 115 s and 230 s using a Wells-Brookfield LVT-

0
SCP 1.565 cone and plate viscometer.

During an experiment, the amount of drag reduction was deduced from pres-

sure drop measurements. For fully developed flow, the pressure gradient is

proportional to the wall shear stress, and the viscous drag. By assuming the

flow is two dimensional and fully developed, which are good assumptions in the

vicinity of the measurement location, drag reduction was calculated using

AP - AP
DR AP (2.1)AP ..

Here, AP is the water flow pressure drop and AP is the pressure drop with
i

polymer solution present in the flow. Because the fluid is recirculated with

intermittant injection of polymer, the water-flow pressure gradient had to be

monitored periodically during an experiment to insure that drag reduction due

to polymer build-up in the channel Aid not occur. These checks showed that

once the polymer solution had passed the test section, it was no longer an

effective drag reducer. It is hypothesized that the polymer molecules were

broken down by the high shears in the centrifugal pump and orifice.

_ ,'1%:

i_ U''
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2.3 Flow visualization

Ejections were marked by seeping fluid dyed with 2 g/A fluoroscein diso-

dium salt through the small 0.127 mm wide flow visualization slot. The dye

marked wall structure was illuminated and recorded on video tape using a Video

Logic Corp. INSTAR IV high speed motion analyzer. The system records 120

frames per second on one-inch video tape using a synchronous strobe to give an

exposure time of 10 ls. Flow visualization data were used for two purposes.

First, the visualization yielded qualitative information from which original

hypothesis were formed. Second, the flow visualization information was used

to deduce the average ejection period directly and the average burst period -

assuming two ejections per burst for the water flow (Bogard and Tiederman,

1983, and Offen and Kline, 1975). However, the average number of ejections -

per burst for the low-concentration flows was unknown. To determine this

value, simultaneous visualization of one streak and the number of ejections

resulting from each streak instability was determined. This was done at Rey-

nolds numbers of 17800 with 25% drag reduction and 15800 with 20% drag reduc-

tion. In all cases the Reynolds number is based on the mass average velocity, 4
mmU , and the channel height, h. These visualization results showed that 2.39" "

ejections per burst occurred on average at Re 17800 and that there were
h

2.42 ejections per burst at Reh = 15800. Thus, a value of 2.40 ejections per

burst was used to reduce all of the homogeneous drag-reducing flow data. This

result is significantly different from the 3.45 ejections per burst measured

by Luchik and Tiederman (1984) near the location of peak drag reduction down-

stream of the injection of a high concentration of polymer solution.

The data for the average time between bursts obtained from flow visuali-

zation was used as a standard to which the values obtained using the modified

.... .-.-.,- " --.-.'-, ' .- ..................................................................-..,.......... .
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u-level technique were compared.

2.4 Laser velocimeter

Velocity measurements were made using a three-beam, two-component TSI

model 9100-8 laser Doppler velocimeter. The system included frequency shift-

ing at 40 mHz with electronic down mixing, 2.27 beam expansion and dual aper-

ture collection (to minimize optical noise and allow finer focusing on the

probe volume). To eliminate fringe wash-out due to unequal optical path

lengths of the three beams, a path length compensator, consisting of a 50.8 mm

," long piece of optical quality glass, was placed in the path of the blue-green

beam downstream of the color separator and upstream of the beam expander. The

scattered light was collected in forward scatter.

The photomultiplier output was processed using TSI model 1980 counter

type processors. Each processor was operated in the N-cycle mode with N = 8

fringes. Only one data point was taken per Doppler burst and a coincidence

window was imposed on the two outputs. The maximum allowable time for coin-

cidence was calculated by dividing the probe volume diameter by the highest

velocity expected in the channel. This would correspond to the minimum time

for a particle to pass through the probe volume. Setting the coincidence

timer to this minimum value insured that the measurements of the streamwise

velocity component and the normal velocity component were obtained from the

same particle passing through the probe volume.

The data collection electronics included a DEC PUP 11/03 minicomputer and

TSI model 1998 interfaces. Data were stored temporarily on a floppy disk

prior to being transferred to a VAX 11/780 for initial data reduction. Data

were then transferred to CDC 6500 and 6600 computers for further analysis and

.- -.. ,* * *.-*
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permanent storage.

The velocity data were taken at angles of ±45 to the main flow direction

so that the three-beam system could be traversed as close to the wall as pos-

sible. The direct measurements were decomposed into streamwise and normal

velocity components using a standard rotation of axes such that

- 0.7071 i +45 + -45 (2.2)

V, 0.7071 [.Ui+ 5 - ujf45] (2.3)

0 0
where U with the subscript ±45 are the measured velocities at ±45 to thei ?.

main flow direction, U without any additional subscript is the instantaneous

streamwise velocity component and V is the instantaneous normal velocity com-

ponent. This arrangement has the advantage of allowing measurements close to

a wall. The disadvantage is that additional error, particularly in the normal

velocity component, occurs because the difference of two numbers of nearly the

same magnitude must be used in Equation 2.3. The LDV parameters used in the

present study are given in Table 1.

Movement of the probe volume normal to the wall was accomplished using a

traversing system that had a range of 25.4 mm. A position could be located

with an accuracy of ±0.013 mm with his system.

Different methods were used to acquire velocity data for the long time-

average flow characteristics and the conditionally average signals of the

burst structures. The data for the long time-average flow characteristics

were taken at a sampling rate of 50 Hz with a particle arrival rate in excess

of 3000 Hz. Using this type of sampling technique, the velocity bias is elim-

n-.,,
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* mnated as shown by Stevenson et al. (1982) and Luchik (1982). Ensembles of

*5000 samples per component were used to make initial estimates of the mean and

RHS velocities. New estimates of the long time-average quantities were calcu-

lated using only velocity realizations within four standard deviations of the

respective mean. This procedure generally discarded less than 15 samples in

either the streamwise velocity or the normal velocity.

The velocity data for the conditionally averaged signal were taken as

fast as possible; generally the rate was greater than 2000 Hz. The time

between adjacent data points was also recorded. These data were used to

*reconstruct the real time velocity signal. This signal was then sampled at a

rate equal to the viscous frequency (u 2/v). This procedure was used because

the method of Stevenson et al. (1982) requires a 10 to I ratio between the

*particle arrival rate and the sampling rate to remove velocity bias. This

*criterion could not be met when it was necessary to sample at the viscous fre-

quency rate. Because of the data storage limitation of the PDP minicomputer,

multiple velocity records were taken at this fast rate so that the total sam-

pling time was greater than 400 burst periods. For the two-component measure-

ments, 50-60% of the data verified by either processor also met the require-

* ment imposed by the coincidence window.

* 2.5 Expermental conditions

Three flow situations were studied. The baseline flow was a fully

developed water flow. Two drag-reducing f lows were compared to this baselind

* flow. For one, the Reynolds number was matched, and for the second, the wall

* shear stress of the water flow was matched. The experimental conditions sum-

marized in Table 2 show that the homogeneous polymer concentration, C, for the

7, 7
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drag reducing flows was only 1.3 and 2.1 ppm. A 50 ps and 70 4s coincidence

window was used for Re = 22000 and Re = 17800, respectively.
h h

3. Time-average resultsm;.

Figure 1 shows the mean streamwise velocity profile for the water flow,

the drag-reducing flow that matches the Reynolds number of the water flow

(case DRI) and the drag-reducing flow that matches the wall shear stress of

the water flow (case DR2). As a verification of the two component technique,

one-component measurements of Luchik and Tiederman (1985) are also presented

,. in Figure la. Agreement between the two sets of data is excellent showing

that the two-component technique yielded accurate results. The data in Figure

* la also agree well with the "law of the wall" using constants in the loga-

rithmic overlap region of K - 0.41 and B - 6.0. The drag-reducing data shown

in Figure lb and c are in good qualitative agreement with the data of Reisch-

man and Tiederman (1975) whose experiments were conducted with AP-273 concen-

trations of 100 ppm. In the presence of the drag-reducing additives the

buffer region thickens resulting in an additive offset in the logarithmic

overlap region. However, the amount of offset in the present drag-reducing

". flows is less than the amount extrapolated from the experiments of Reischman

and Tiederman (1975). A direct comparison of the present data with Reischman

* and Tiederman is given in Table 3. This difference in the additive constant,

. AB, may be due to either viscosity or viscoelastic differences between the

100 ppm solutions used by Reischman and Tiederman and the 1-3 ppm solutions

used in the present study. The rheological properties of the polymer solu-

." tions are strong functions of polymer concentration and solution preparation

procedures.

.o.
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Figure 2 shows rhe RMS of the streamwise velocity component, u', for the

three flow situations non-dimensionalized with outer variables (a - channel

half-height, U - centerline mean velocity). In Figure 2a, the results of

Luchik and Tiederman (1985) provide an additional verification of the two-

component measurements. It should be noted that Luchik and Tiederman (1985)

showed there was no spatial averaging in the one-component LDV data because

the data were obtained from individual particles and the long dimension of the

probe volume is in the direction of homogeneous turbulence. Since the present

two-component data are in good agreement with that of Luchik and Tiederman and

since the data again are from individual scattering particles, the present

data also have no spatial averaging error. Comparison of the water data with

that of the two drag-reducing flows shows that as the percentage drag-

reduction increases, the peak in u' broadens as well as moves away from the.K.-

wall. Also, the peak level of u- for Case DRI (the drag-reducing flow which

matches the Reynolds number of the water flow) has the same value as that for

the water flow when u' is normalized with U
0

Figure 3 shows the same data normalized with inner variables u and v.

In Figure 3a, hot-wire data of Johansson and Alfredsson (1983) are also shown.

The data of Johansson and Alfredsson are consistently low by an amount nearly

equal to that predicted by Willmarth and Sharma (1984). This difference is

due to the spatial averaging of the hot wire. Comparison of the water flow to

the drag-reducing flow again shows slightly higher levels of u'/u and a

broader region over Vhich peak levels occur. The location of the peak also
+ +..

moves from y - 15 for the water flow to y - 30 for the drag-reducing flows.

Here the peak level of u' for Case DR2 (the drag-reducing flow that matched

the wall shear stress of the water flow) has about the same value as that for

I
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the water flow.

These low polymer concentration data are in trendwise agreement wjtth the

high concentration data of Logan (1972), Reischman and Tiederman (1975) and

McComb and Rabie (1982). The peak in u occurs further away from the wall and

a broader peak region occurs when drag-reducing additives are present in the

flow. However, the peak value of u-/u for the high concentration drag-

reducing flows was considerably higher than that for a water flow whereas the

present results show a peak in u-/u for Case DRl that is only slightly higher

than the water flow and approximately equal to that of a water flow for Case

DR2.

The RMS of the velocity component normal to the wall, v', nondimensional-

ized with outer variables is shown in Figure 4. Also shown in part a of this

figure are the hot-wire data of Bogard (1982) and Alfredsson and Johansson

(1984). There is good agreement among the shape of the curves for the three

water flow cases; however, the data of Bogard are consistently higher while

that of Johansson and Alfredsson are lower than the present data. The reason

for this will be discussed later in this section. A comparison of the present

water flow data with the two drag-reducing flows shows that the fluctuations

normal to the wall are being damped throughout the flow field, with the larg-

est damping in the near-wall region.

The same data normalized with inner variables are shown in Figure 5.

From these plots damping of the fluid movement normal to the wall is occurring

in the drag-reducing flows throughout the buffer region of the flow. However,

the most appreciable damping, about 5% when normalized with inner variables, ..

occurs in the thickened portion of the buffer region. Also as the percent
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drag reduction increases, a nearly constant level of v' occurred across the

buffer region of the flow. Also, contrary to the u' results, the peak values

of v' for both of the drag-reducing flows are lower than the peak RMS value

for the water flow.

Logan (1972) obtained values of the RMS of the normal velocity by making

independent measurements of the average and RMS velocity at three different

angles with respect to the main flow direction using a one-component LDV for a

drag-reducing flow in a square channel. Although the levels of the RMS of the

*i normal velocity component in the buffer region of his flow are different than

those noted in the present study, probably due to secondary flows in his chan-

nel, Logan measured a decrease in the normal fluctuations when drag-reducing

additives were present.

The turbulent shear stress distributions across the channel half-height

are shown in Figure 6. The normalization of uv has been done with shear velo-

city while distance from the wall has been normalized with channel half-

height. For both of the drag-reducing flows (Figure 6b and c) the normalized

turbulent shear stress in the outer portion of the flow is the same as that of

the water flow. However, as the wall is approached, the uv profiles of both

drag-reducing flows have broader peaks and the peak region occurs farther away

from the wall than for the water flow. The peak value of uv does not follow

the expected trend as the uv peak for the drag-reducing flow that matches the

wall shear stress of the water flow has nearly the same peak value of tur-

bulent shear stress (.8 u 2) as that for the water flow while the drag-

reducing flow at the same Reynolds number has a peak turbulent shear stress of

2
only 0.65 u This is unexpected because Case DR2 had 30.8% drag reduction

while Case DRI had only 22% drag reduction.

d. r
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These same data, with distance from the wall normalized with inner vari-

ables, are presented in Figure 7. Also shown in Figure 7a are results from

Bogard (1982) which agree well with the present data. Figure 7 does show the

damping of uv in the near-wall region (y+ 4 40) in both of the flows where

drag-reducing additives are present. Notice that there is greater damping of

uv for Case DRl (22% drag reduction) than for Case DR2 (30.8% drag reduction).

The instantaneous flow angle for these fully developed channel flows is

given by

-1 V(3)
-tan (3.3)

U

where V is the instantaneous velocity component normal to the wall and U is

the instantaneous streamwise velocity component. This information is useful

because in a fully developed flow the flow angle shows whether fluid is eject-

ing away from or moving toward the wall. Therefore, this information yields

insight into the coherent wall layer motions associated with high -uv produc-

tion.

Figure 8 shows the instantaneous flows angle distribution for a water

flow at two y locations. The x-wire data of Alfredason and Johansson (1984)

are also presented in this figure. The comparison of the present data with

that of Alfredsson and Johansson shows that there is a significant difference

between the two data sets near 0 = 0. It is believed that the x-wire has an

inherent difficulty recognizing a normal velocity component of zero. Since

the x-wire has two wires separated in the direction of homogeneity by some

distance Lz (Az 11 for Alfredsson and Johansson), the existence of instan-

taneous streamwise velocity gradients in z will result in a low probability of

recognizing a zero normal velocity, and thus a zero flow angle. This gradient

7; -
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related error will also broaden the flow angle distribution near the zero flow
'

angle. Both of these effects are seen in Figure 8a and b. These same gra-

dients are responsible for the spatial averaging problems noted in single-wire y.

measurements. The present data show a broadening of the distribution of the

instantaneous flow angle as the wall is approached which is in qualitative

agreement with the data of Alfredsson and Johansson.

The flow angle distributions for Case DRl and DR2 on the center line of+
the channel and at y + 50 are shown in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. On I

the center line of the channel there is very little difference between the

distribution for the drag-reducing flow and the water flow. However, at

y - 50, there is a notable increase in the probability of an occurrence of a

zero flow angle for the drag-reducing flows. This result is consistent with

the decrease in the RMS normal velocity for the drag-reducing flow in this

region. -" -

4. Turbulent structure results

Several methods have been proposed to detect the burst or ejection struc-

ture using Eulerian velocity information. Luchik and Tiederman (1985) have

shown that a modified u-level technique coupled with a filtering parameter

yielded a good estimate of both the average time between bursts and condi-

tional averages of the turbulent velocity signals for ejection events. This

technique defines the leading edge of an ejection when

u e -Lu (4.1)

and the trailing edge of an ejection when C-.

__ __ __- °. * . °..- .. ,.>
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u > 0.25 Lu" (4.2)

The threshold level, L, is also defined by

L 2(4.3)U

where u is the average of the streamwise fluctuation when u < 0 and v > 0.
2

With this technique ejection detections are grouped into burst detections

using a filtering parameter, ' which is the maximum time between ejections

from the same burst. This parameter is determined from the distribution of

the time between ejections as described by Luchik and Tiederman (1985). the

modified u-level technique was applied to the water flow data and the drag-
+

reducing data of Case DRL and DR2 at y - 30.

4.1 Average time between bursts

Figure II shows the variation in the average time between bursts with

percentage drag reduction for low concentration drag-reducing flows. The

average time between bursts in drag-reducing flows has been normalized with

the average time between bursts of a water flow at an equal shear velocity.

These results show that there is good agreement in the modified u-level

results and the flow visualization results. Also, note that the ratio of

burst period in the 30.8% drag-reducing flow to a water flow at an equal shear

velocity is equal to 1.67. This ratio is essentially the same as the ratio of

the streak spacing in the same two flows which is 1.58 (see Oldaker and

Tiederman, 1977). A similar result occurs for the 22% drLg-reducing flow as

shown on Figure 11 where the ratio of T is compared to X . Thus, the burst
B

rate from a streak for the low concentration flow is equal to that for a
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Newtonian flow. elk.'

This result does not necessarily contradict the findings of Luchik and

Tiederman (1984), Tiederman et al. (1985) or McComb and Rabie (1982), who all

noted that the change in burst period was greater than the change in streak

spacing for drag-reducing flows with polymer concentration larger than 20 ppm.

For these higher concentration flows the mechanism through which drag-

reduction is achieved may include damping of the large scale structures. In

contrast, the 1 to 3 ppm flows of this study may achieve drag reduction

through damping of only the smaller eddies.

4.2 Ejection and burst characteristics

A comparison of several conditionally sampled quantities during an ejec-

tion detection for the three flows is given in Table 4. The parameters chosen

for comparison are: 1) the average time from when the detector is turned on 5
to when it is turned off or the average duration of an event which is given by

T -ZT (4.4)
D ND Di

where N is the number of detections and T is the duration of a probe
D Di

detected event; 2) the percent contribution of uv in a given quadrant (in u,v

coordinates) during all ejections to the total uv in that quadrant which is

given by

100 x i(uv ) (4.5)
I (uv)

where (uvD) i is the uv in quadrant i during a detection and E(uv)i is the

total uv in quadrant 1; 3) the percent contribution to the time average uv .

from each quadrant during an ejection given by

• " • . . . - % " .. . . .. .. . - • .o o . . % . - . . . o. .. -. . . ..
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100 Z(uv )
Di (4.6) V

E(uv)

and 4) the mean streamwise fluctuation, the mean normal fluctuation and the

mean turbulent shear stress during an ejection.

In comparing the three flows, it is interesting to note that although the

average time between ejections increases for the drag-reducing flows, the

average duration of the event increases correspondingly such that the inter- ,,w.

mittency of the ejection event for each of the three flows is nearly the same

(ranging between 0.25 and 0.27). Thus, for each of the three flows, the uv

contribution due to a randomly occurring event would be about 26%. The signi- I". .

ficantly higher contributions to uv in quadrants 2 and 3 indicate that the

ejection event is correlated strongly with second and third quadrant turbulent

momentum transfer. A similar result was noted by Bogard (1982) at y - 15 in

a channel flow of water. An ejection is usually thought to be related to

fluid with a positive normal component of velocity; however, the present study

as well as that of Bogard indicate that the fluid within the ejection can have

either a positive or negative velocity component. It is hypothesized that the

negative normal velocity within the ejection occurs when an ejection interacts

with non-ejecting fluid and is turned toward the wall before the ejecting

fluid mixes completely with the non-ejecting fluid. An increase in the qua-

drant 3 uv associated with an ejection is seen when drag-reducing additives

are present in the flow. The increase may be due to the lack of small scale

mixing in these flows, which is consistent with flow visualization. These

drag-reducing flows had more clearly marked convolutions between the trailing

edge of one ejection and the leading edge of the next within a burst. The

increased quadrant 3 uv was also a more substantial negative contributor to uv

in case DR2 during the ejection event, contributing -42%, while the

".,4.' .

7'.'
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contribution of quadrant 3 uv to uv was about 25%. for the water flow and Case

DRI. It is interesting to note that for all three flows the mean streamwise

velocity during an ejection was about 1.2 u' lower than the mean streamwise

velocity while the mean normal velocity was nearly the same for case DRI and

the water flow with a value of about 0.38 v'. The average contribution to uv

during an ejection event decreased as percent drag reduction increased (Table

4).

Figure 12 shows conditionally averaged velocity traces for the water flow

centered on the leading edge, middle and trailing edge of the modified u-level

detected ejection. Care must be taken when drawing conclusions from these

conditional averages since phase scrambling will occur when T * 0 due to

dispersion in the duration of the events. The amount of phase scrambling is a

function of the amount of time displacement from the center of the conditional

average. In the present study average signals with times less than one-half

the average duration away from the center of the conditional average were

representative of the individual signals. From Figure 12 we see that the

ejection in a water flow is associated with a sharp negative gradient in u and

uv and a positive gradient in the normal velocity component at the leading

edge of the ejection. The converse is true at the trailing edge of the event.

The magnitude of the gradient of the streamwise component is slightly greater V

near the trailing edge than that near the leading edge of the ejection. The

opposite is true for the u and uv signal. Similar results were noted by

, +
Bogard (1982) at y - 15 for visually detected ejections.

Figures 13 and 14 show the conditionally averaged velocity signals cen-

tered on the leading edge, center and the trailing edge of the ejection detec-

tion for case DRI and DR2, respectively. Sharp negative gradients in u and uv

• :--I
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and a positive gradient in v are associated with the leading edge of the ejec-

tion for these drag-reducing flows, as was also noted for the water flow. The

opposite is true at the trailing edge of the event. However, for case DR2,

the peak level of <v> and <uv> is substantially Less than the corresponding A

peaks for the water flow, which agree well with the peak level of <v> and <uv>

for case DRI. This is an indication that the ejection event in a drag-

reducing flow is similar to the event in a water flow with the same outer

variables as the drag-reducing flow.

From Figures 12, 13 and 14 it appears that the peaks in u, v and uv all

occur simultaneously. However, closer examination of the data showed that the

negative peak in u leads the peak in v and -uv by approximately one viscous

time unit for each of the flows. Also, the peaks in v and -uv occur simul-

taneously and the peaks in -u, v and -uv are substantially greater than those

obtained for the conditional averages centered on either the leading edge,

middle or trailing edge of the ejection. Thus, these peaks in -u, v and -uv

which occur during the event are not phase aligned with any clearly discerni-

ble physical phase of the event.

4.3 Average signal levels associated with a burst

The conditionally sampled quantities obtained during a burst event are

given in Table 5. The burst event was detected using the modified u-level

technique with the appropriate value of i• From Table 5 it can be seen that
E

this technique yields values for the average number of ejections per burst

that are in good agreement with those obtained using flow visualization for

each of the flows studied here. The average time between bursts was shown to

increase for the drag-reducing flows. This increase in the T for the drag-

BV

...1
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4reducing flows compared to that for a water flow at the same shear velocity

4was shown to be equal to the change in streak spacing for these low concentra-

* tion drag-reducing flows. It is interesting to note that the same relation-

ship holds for the average duration of a burst. The intermittency of the

ejection event was shown to be a constant for the three flows studied, however

the same is not true of the burst. The intermittency of the burst for the

water flow and case DRI are essentially the same while the intermittency of

* the burst process for case DR2 is somewhat larger than that for the water

* flow.

The contribution to uv in a given quadrant is much larger than the inter-

mittent value for quadrants 2 and 3 showing that the burst event is strongly

correlated with this type of turbulent momentum transfer (recall that the con-

tribution of uv to each quadrant for a random event would be the intermittent

value). The contribution to v in each quadrant during a burst event is very

* similar for the water flow and case DRI, and noticeably different particularly

* in the amount of quadrant 3 turbulent momentum transfer for case DR2. The

conditionally averaged streamwise velocity, normal velocity and turbulent

*shear stress are also similar for the water flow and case DRl while somewhat

* different results in these quantities are shown for case DR2. All of this

demonstrates that the burst event in a low concentration, drag-reducing flow

is similar to that of water flow at the same Reynolds number. It is also

*worth noting that it is during the ejection phase of the burst event that the

majority of the turbulent momentum transfer from the wall occurs.

Figure 15 shows conditionally averaged velocity signals centered on the

leading edge of the burst for the three flow situations. Comparison of this

figure with part a of Figures 12, 13 and 14 shows that although the peak
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levels of -u, v and -uv are nearly the same, there is a much higher probabLl-

Lty of pooLtive u and -v values leading the burst. These types of velocity

fluctuations are usually associated with the sweep event. Also in the pres-

ence of a drag-reducing solution, the interface between the sweep and burst

structures has a sharper gradient in the streamwise velocity signal than in a

water flow. This is consistent with the removal of small scale turbulence by

the polymer additives.

Results of the conditionally averaged velocity signals centered on the

trailing edge of the burst for the three flows are shown in Figure 16. Again,

positive u and -v velocity fluctuations are seen trailing the burst and the

interface between the burst and the sweep has a sharper gradient in the drag-

reducing flows than in the water flow.

The ejection and burst events have been shown to correlate with the

occurrence of quadrant 2 and quadrant 3 turbulent momentum transfer, or nega-

tive fluctuations in the streamwise velocity component. It therefore seems

reasonable that the sweep event would be correlated with the occurrence of

quadrant I and 4 uv or positive fluctuations in the streamwite velocity com-

ponent. Thus, the gradient in the streamwise velocity component was used as a

measure of the clarity of the interface between the burst and sweep events.

Examination of Figure 16 shows that the sweep follows the burst almost immedi-

ately. However, the interface at the leading edge of the burst is substan-

tially less distinct and because of this lack of clarity at the leading edge

no estimate of the phase relationship between a burst and a sweep can be made

at the leading edge.

- . -* . * *.*-.***% . .---
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5. Conclusions

A comparison of the long time-averaged flow quantities of a drag-reducing

flow with a water flow showed that the decrease in wall shear stress in low

concentration polymer flows is associated with damping of the velocity fluc-

tuations normal to the wall. The turbulent shear stress is also damped in

this region (y < 60) indicating a decrease in turbulent mixing of the fluid

near the wall with fluid in the outer portion of the flow. This decreased

mixing is consistent with the flow visualization results of Tiederman et al.

(1985) who showed that near the injection of drag-reducing additives that dyed

fluid near the wall required twice the distance to mix into the buffer region

compared to a corresponding water flow.

Instantaneous flow angle distributions for the water and two drag-

reducing flows indicated that the flow on the center line of the channel are

very similar. However, in the buffer region, the drag-reducing flows have a

narrower distribution of flow angle than a water flow with a higher p;obabil-

0 0
ity for angles -0.25 4 P 4 0.25 in these drag-reducing flows. This is

further evidence of decreased mixing. At the sublayer-buffer region interface

there is again a slightly higher probability for small angles in the drag-

reducing flows.

In the low concentration drag-reducing flows the average time between

bursts increased, which is consistent with the damping of the turbulent shear

stress near the wall. However, the change in the average time between bursts

for the low concentration drag-reducing flow, when compared to a water flow at

the same wall shear stress, was equal to the change in streak spacing. Thus,

the average time between bursts trom a streak in the low concentration drag-

"..'

.o-. ..
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reducing flows was the same as that for a water flow. The average number of

ejections per burst was only 2..25 to 2.46 for the low concentration, well-

mixed solutions. Further upstream near the injector where the additive con-

centration is about 20 ppm or more, the average number of ejections per burst

is about 3.5 (Luchik and Tiederman, 1984). This difference and the differ-

ences in the time between bursts for the same level of drag reduction indicate

that the mechanism by which a very low concentration (1-3 ppm) of additives

reduce drag may be different than the mechanism for solutions with concentra-

tions above 20-50 ppm.

Although the average time between bursts from a streak was the same in

the low concentration drag-reducing flow as in a water flow with the same

shear velocity, the conditionally sampled ejection and burst characteristics

showed that both the ejection and burst structures in the low concentration

drag-reducing flow were damped. However, in the drag-reducing flow that

matched the Reynolds number of the water flow, these events were damped in

such a fashion that the average deficit in the streamwise velocity and the

average normal velocity of the events relative to the corresponding RIS value

were equal to those obtained in a water flow. The contribution to uv during

the burst and ejection events for these two flows was also similar. The con-

ditional velocity averages also indicated that the ejection interfaces for

both of the drag-reducing flows were nearly the same as those for the water

flow. However the drag-reducing bursts had more distinct interfaces than

those in the water flow.

This research was supported by the Office of Naval Research contract

number N00014-83K-0183, NR062-54. b .
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Table 1 Laser Velocimeter Parameters

Blue Green

Probe volume Length (mm) 1.024 1.080

Probe volume diameter (gm) 52.4 55.2

Fringe Spacing (pm) 3.402 3.624 "'

Effective Frequency Shift (MHz) -1.0 +1.0 ,---

Beam Spacing (mm) 35.3 35.3

I-,

..................................................
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Table 2 Experimental Conditions

.

Water Drag Reducing #1 Drag Reducing #2

(DR1) (DR2)

Re 17800 17800 22000

U (m/s) .646 .647 .799

U (m/s) .782 .776 .936
0

u (cm/a) 3.77 3.33 3.77 1

2 +6
v (m /s) 10 .907 .907 .907

DR 7.)--22 31

C (ppm) -- 1.3 2.1
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* Table 3. Comparison of Additive Constants for Overlap Region

% Drag Reischman and Present P

Reduction Tiederman (1975) Study

22 4.3 3.0

31 7.4 4.34

*U VI lu ny + B +AB
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* Table 4. Comparison of conditionally sapled quantities during an ejection

detection for the three flow situations using the modified u-level

+
technique at y 30.

water case DRI case DR2

Reh 17800 17800 22000

%DR 0.0 22.0 30.8

Y (sec) 0.030 0.047 0.043
E

TF (sec) 0.008 0.013 0.011
DE

*T 12.4 15.8 1.4
DE

Intermi ttency 0.26 0.27 0.26

*Percent contribution 1 0 0 0

to uv in a quadrant 2 84 84 82

*by quadrant 3 66 74 77

4 0 0 0

Percent contribution 1 0 0 0

to ZV- 2 83 79 87

by quadrant 3 -25 -26 -42

4 0 0 0

*<u)/u' -1.227 -1.241 -1.242

<v/'0.399 0.374 0.288

<uv>/-uv 2.30 2.00 1.76

<uv>/Uv 0.585 0.333 0.384

..................................~-- * *- . * 10
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Table 5. Comparison of conditionally sapled quantities during an burst detec-

tion for the three flow situations using the modified u-level tech-

nique at y = 30.

water case DRI case DR2

Reh 17800 17800 22000

%DR 0.0 22.0 30.8

TB (sec) 0.063 0.106 0.105

Average number of

ejectons/burst 2.10 2.25 2.46

T (sec) 0.024 0.041 0.045 "
DB

T+ 37.6 50.0 70.5

Intermi ttency 0.380 0.387 0.428

Percent contribution 1 7 9 14

to uv in a quadrant 2 89 90 90 . _

by quadrant 3 76 83 88

4 7 8 1

Percent contribution 1 -2 -3 -4

to uv 2 88 84 96

by quadrant 3 -29 -29 -48

4 5 5 8j

<u>/u' -0.865 -0.862 -0.729

<v>/vl 0.244 0.237 0.164

<uv>/uv 1.68 1.52 1.23

° ".
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Figure 1. Mean streamwise velocity profile normalized with inner variables

for a) water flow, b) Case DRI, c) Case DR2; 0 - Present study,

0-Luchik and Tiederman (1985);-U - 2.44 In y + 6.0,

AB values from Reischman and Tiederman (1975).
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Figure 2. Streamwise RMS velocity normalized with center-line velocity; a)

Water flow, b) Case DRI, c) Case DR2; 0 - Present study, 0 -

1Luchik and Tiederman (1985).
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